HikCentral Integration
AI FALSE ALARM FILTERING SOLUTION

HikCentral Integration
FALSE ALARM FILTERING
DeepAlert’s powerful false alarm ﬁltering
system is now available in HikCentral
Leverage the power of DeepAlert’s AI alarm
ﬁltering system for ANY camera in your
HikCentral VMS. Enjoy world class video
analytics for your world class video
management system!

REDUCE FALSE ALARMS
FROM ANY CAMERA
There’s no need to tolerate simple
“motion trigger” alerts from cameras
connected using ONVIF protocol.
DeepAlert connects to ALL cameras
including analogue cameras and thermal
cameras providing a powerful false
alarm ﬁlter and delivering veriﬁed alerts
into your HikCentral VMS.

EVENT TRIGGERS
AI FILTERED ALERTS

AI FILTERED ALARMS FROM ANY CAMERA
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HikCentral Integration
SAME HIKCENTRAL
INTERFACE FOR YOUR
OPERATORS
There’s no need to train your monitoring
operators. Your ﬁltering alerts are
delivered into HikCentral as per usual only fewer of them enabling operators to
focus on real threats and monitor greater
numbers of cameras.

NO ‘MANUAL’ HIKCENTRAL
CONFIGURATION REQUIRED
There's no need to individually conﬁgure cameras,
events, sites or alarming schedules on your HikCentral
interface, this can be done globally on the DeepAlert
management interface.

SCALE YOUR BUSINESS QUICKLY ACCEPT ALL BRANDS OF SURVEILLANCE
SYSTEMS IN YOUR CONTROL ROOM
Grow your monitoring business by accepting clients with
diﬀerent brands of surveillance systems with conﬁdence!
Scale cost eﬀectively with licences per channel either
annually or monthly. Enjoy ﬁnancial ﬂexibility with no
contract lock-in or set up costs.
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HikCentral Integration
SIMPLE, REMOTE CONFIGURATION SAVE ON HARDWARE AND
INSTALLATION COSTS!
It takes minutes to connect the DeepAlert AI false
alarm ﬁltering system simply and remotely to the
NVR or cameras of the surveillance system. There’s
no hardware required and no need to send a
technician to site. Conﬁgure DeepAlert from the
comfort of your oﬃce at your convenience and
welcome new clients to your monitoring operation.

DELIVER ALERTS IN
TELEGRAM MOBILE APP!
Give your clients extra value by delivering alerts into the
Telegram mobile app as well as your HikCentral VMS giving
your clients immediate visibility of alerts!
Augment your HikCentral video management system with
DeepAlert false alarm ﬁltering service and improve your
monitoring operation by focusing only on the threats that
matter.

SAY NO TO FALSE ALARMS,
SAY YES TO MORE CLIENTS!
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Accurate

Affordable

Reliable
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